
ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCT BROCHURE 

TANKING MEMBRANE 
bituFLAME 



Product
1.1 bituFLAME DPM Membranes are damp-proof membranes (DPM) for basement retaining walls and 

floors. They are applied under floor slabs and foundations and to the exterior face of basement 
retaining walls to prevent water vapour penetrating to the interior face in spaces where moisture 
may cause damage.

1.2 The products are supplied as torch on, polymer-rubber modified bitumen sheets in roll form and 
are applied as single or double layer systems.

Scope
2.1 bituFLAME DPM Membranes have been appraised as damp-proof membranes for use under 

floor slabs complying with NZS 3604 and as a damp-proof membrane behind concrete masonry 
basement walls and under floor slabs complying with NZS 4229.

2.2 bituFLAME DPM Membranes have also been appraised for use as a damp-proof membrane on 
buildings subject to specific design within the following scope:

 ¬ where the design of the building will be the responsibility of the building designer; and,

 ¬ with clean, sound, continuous substrates of insitu or precast concrete complying with NZS 3101 
and AS/NZS 1170 or concrete masonry complying with NZS 4230 and 4210; and,

 ¬ where the membranes are adequately protected against damage during backfilling and in 
service; and,

 ¬ where subsoil drainage and free draining granular backfill has been placed behind basement 
walls.

2.3 The products must be installed by trained applicators approved by Waterproofing Systems NZ Ltd.

Building Regulations
New Zealand Building Code (NZBC)

3.1 In the opinion of BRANZ, bituFLAME DPM Membranes if designed, used, installed and maintained 
in accordance with the statements and conditions of this Appraisal, will meet the following 
provisions of the NZBC:

Clause B2 DURABILITY: Performance B2.3.1 (a) not less than 50 years. bituFLAME DPM Membranes 
meet this requirement. See Paragraph 11.1.

Clause E2 EXTERNAL MOISTURE: Performance E2.3.3. bituFLAME DPM Membranes meet this 
requirement. See Paragraphs 13.1 – 13.3.

Clause F2 HAZARDOUS BUILDING MATERIALS: Performance F2.3.1. bituFLAME DPM Membranes 
meet this requirement and will not present a health hazard to people.

BITUFLAME DPM 
MEMBRANES 

Readers are advised to check the validity of this Appraisal by 
referring to the Valid Appraisals listing on the BRANZ website, 
or by contacting BRANZ.

Appraisal No. 995 (2018)
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THIS PUBLICATION (revised November 2017) 

This manual provides the technical information 
necessary to correctly specify the bituFLAME® damp- 
proof membrane system.  It has also been designed 
for use by Waterproofing Systems NZ Ltd (WPSNZ) 
approved applicators, for training and quality 
management purposes. 
This manual may also be used by main contractors 
and Building Consent Authorities (BCA’s) for quality 
management and inspection purposes. 

NOTE TO APPLICATORS 

As a WPSNZ approved applicator you are required to 
comply fully with the contents of this manual. Where 
a specific situation arises on a particular project that 
makes it difficult for you to follow the published 
procedure or comply with a particular detail drawing, 
you are required to communicate this to WPSNZ for 
an approved solution. 

TRADEMARKS 

bituFLAME®, bituBOND®, duroTUF TPO® , epiROOF® 
and tileJAK® are registered trademarks of 
Waterproofing Systems NZ Ltd.  Waterproofing 
Systems NZ Ltd are also suppliers of Gripset, rawMAT 
and Softile products and systems. 

COPYRIGHT 
Copyright © 2005-2012 Waterproofing Systems NZ 
Ltd.  All rights reserved. No part of this publication 
may be copied, reproduced by any means, or 
amended in any way without prior written 
permission from Waterproofing Systems NZ Ltd. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: 

WATERPROOFING SYSTEMS NZ LTD   
4 Malvern Road Onehunga Auckland 1061 
P: 09 579 1460 
F: 09 579 1461 
E: info@waterproofing.co.nz 
W: www.waterproofing.co.nz 

John Stallard  
M: 021 457 953 
E: john@waterproofing.co.nz 

Hilton
M: 021 667 119
E: hilton@waterproofing.co.nz 

Hilton Boshard 
M: 021 667 119 
E: hilton@waterproofing.co.nz 

     BRANZ APPRAISED 

     The bituFLAME Tanking system has been BRANZ 
appraised in terms of New Zealand Building Code 
compliance.  

     Please contact Waterproofing Systems NZ Ltd for 
     a copy of this BRANZ Appraisal Certificate.  

     You can also download the certificate on our 
website www.waterproofing.co.nz 

USING THE ICONS 

Four different visual icons have been created for this 
manual to draw the reader’s attention to important 
pieces of information.   

1. QUALITY CONTROL ICON
Information about warranties, quality

control checks and related information.

2. USEFUL TIPS ICON
Helpful advice to make the applicator’s
job easier and successful installation
more likely.

3. CRITICAL ICON
Vital information about the system and
installation methodology.  It is crucial
that the specifier and/or applicator are
aware of these facts.

4. HEALTH & SAFETY ICON
Information about the importance of
safety checks and ensuring that the
work environment is always safe with
potential hazards identified  and
minimised.
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Introduction 
DURABILITY 

TANKING APPLICATIONS 
When fixed according to specification, the bituFLAME® 
system will meet the NZBC B2.3.1(a) requirements of 50 
year durability. 

PLEASE ALSO REFER TO: 

 BRANZ Bulletin No. 397 “Waterproofing Basements” 
published 2000. 

STORAGE  

Store all rolls vertically on ends on a flat surface in a dry 
ventilated area. For best results, rolls should not be laid 
flat until ready for installation. Rolls should not be stored 
in direct sunlight as overheating can affect membrane. 
Similarly rolls should not be stored above 10°C for 48 hours 
before laying. 

Ensure that rolls are not crushed by incorrect storage and 
transportation. 

WEATHER 

The bituFLAME® system can only be applied in dry 
conditions. Note that a temperature of at least 6ºC is 
required before laying the membrane and the substrate 
must have a maximum moisture content of no more than 
75oRH at the time of laying. 

MATERIAL ACCEPTANCE 
Ensure that the bituFLAME® rolls, primers and accessories 
are correct in quantity, type and are received in good 
condition. Only sign the consignment note when satisfied. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

The primers used in the bituFLAME® system are Class 3 
flammable goods. Contractors should be aware of the 
Health & Safety precautions identified in the Material 
Safety Data Sheets. 

Ensure you display appropriate signage, as shown below. 
Keep well away from flame and heat sources and use only 
in ventilated areas with suitable safety equipment. 

DANGER OF FIRE – GAS TORCHES/GAS BOTTLES 

 Identify the presence of particularly flammable items such 
as building paper. 
 Display suitable “no smoking” signs. 
 Have a minimum number of gas bottles on the roof at one 
time. 
 Keep all gas bottles at least 6m from flames, and store 
upright and away from pedestrian walkways or vehicle 
access areas. 
 Guard cylinders from being knocked or from falling. 
 Have fire extinguishers readily available at all times. 
 Turn torches and gas bottles off when not in use and 
release the LPG pressure from the supply hoses. 
 Have the gas bottle and connections checked regularly 
and make sure that the valves are turned off when 
moving a cylinder. 
 Keep full and empty cylinders separate. 
 Never use force when opening or closing valves. 
 Know where the nearest fire hose is located. 
 Gas bottles should be fitted with a regulator or anti-
flashback device. 
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Introduction 
HEAT CONTROL 

Good heat control is essential for effectively bonding the 
membrane to the substrate, and forming laps. Factors such 
as wind and membrane thickness determine the amount of 
heat required to form an adequate bond. When torching 
down, heat both the substrate and the membrane. In 
particular, ensure sufficient heat is applied to the roll to 
burn off the PE film and create a constant small bead of 
bitumen at the base of the roll. Install the membrane sheet 
to the substrate first and then form the lap separately. This 
enables you to focus on ensuring that you have full lap 
integrity, and gives better heat control. 

FORMING LAPS 

On bituFLAME smooth or sand tanking membranes, all laps 
must be bonded the full width of the lap and then seamed 
off. To do this, run a hot trowel or torch down the face-
edge of the lap, to ensure a bead of molten bitumen forms 
a fillet in the lap area. This gives a better visual finish. Use 
the selvedge as a guide to form the side laps.  
Where laps coincide giving a build-up of three or more 
layers, cut the outside edge of the lower membrane layers 
at a 45° angle. This gives a better visual finish. 
Ensure all laps are fully torched their full width; 100mm 
(side laps) or 150mm (end laps). 

Forming end laps  Unsightly Lap build up 

Take care that sufficient heat is applied to 
ensure full bonding to substrate. Under or over 
heating the membrane will result in bubbling 
or possible destruction of the reinforcement. 
Good heat control is particularly important in 
windy conditions 
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Installation 
MANAGING THE INSTALLATION 

It is important to adequately drain ponded water from the 
area where bituFLAME® is being installed. To drain the 
area, dig a hole next to the installation area to position the 
water pump and pump out any flooding water to allow the 
installation to proceed. 

The sump excavation for the water pump should be 
400mm deeper than the area to be drained.  

Co-ordination between the membrane installers, steel-
fixers and concrete contractors is important to minimise 
the likelihood of damage to the membrane. 

WEATHER 

The bituFLAME® system can only be applied in dry 
conditions. Note that a temperature of at least 6oC is 
required before installation of the membrane. 

TOOLS REQUIRED 

• Measuring tape.
• Stanley knife.
• Large stainless steel scissors.
• Stiff bristle broom.
• Hot air gun.
• Chalk line.
• Paint roller & brush.
• Kerosene for clean-up.
• Lap roller.
• Gloves.
• First aid kit.
• Sealant gun.

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION 

The substrate to which the membrane is attached is a 
significant factor that determines the performance of the 
system, particularly adhesion. It is important that all dirt, 
loose or soft concrete and contamination are removed. 
Ensure mortar fillets are formed to all up stands and that 
the substrate is smooth with all holes filled with Gripset C-
Plug repair mortar. On block substrates the mortar must 
be flush pointed so water cannot track behind the 
membrane. 
Internal angle fillets made from Gripset DM mortar system. 

SUBSTRATE REQUIREMENTS   

CONCRETE SHOULD: 
• Be sound, smooth, clean and dry.
• Have mortar fillets  installed to internal junctions and

all  sharp edges chamfered to 5mm radius.
• Have any cracks or surface defects repaired with

Gripset C-Plug repair mortar.
• Have surface free from contamination or chalking to

ensure adhesion.
• Be smooth to prevent water from tracking behind

the membrane.

FOR BLOCK WALLS: 
• The mortar should be pointed flush to give a smooth

surface finish where the bituFLAME® membrane will be
subsequently applied.

• Have mortar fillets  installed to internal junctions and
all
sharp edges chamfered to 5mm radius.

• Flush pointed mortar at 12mPa strength.
• Use a concrete expander within the block infill

concrete.

PRIMING 

Stir the bituPRIME then apply by brush or roller. Apply a 
full coat of bituPRIME at a rate of 0.2-0.3ltr/m² (70 -
100m²pail) ensuring full coverage and absorption into the 
substrate. 
Alternatively, bituBOND® primer adhesive may be used as 
the priming system, applied at a rate of 3m²/ltr. 

You may have to re-prime substrates if there is a delay in 
installing the membrane. These delays increase the 
likelihood of adhesion problems due to contamination of 
the primer. 

Block wall mortar must be flush pointed where 
the bituFLAME membrane is to be installed. 

Only prime what you can cover in day. If 
 you prime too far, then re-prime before 
installing the bituFLAME.
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Installation  
 
QUALITY CONTROL SHEETS 
 

Quality control forms are downloadable from our website 
www.waterproofing.co.nz on the applicator section. It is 
very important that these are completed as the installation 
progresses. Make notes of any repairs to the membrane 
installation and location. 
  
PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
 

BITUPRIME PRIMER (SOLVENT BASED) 
 

A solvent-based, bituminous primer. 
Supplied in 20ltr metal pails. 
 
BITUPRIME PRIMER (WATER BASED) 
 

A water-based, bituminous primer designed to penetrate 
concrete or ply surfaces and provide a bondable surface. 
Supplied in 20ltr metal pails. 
 
RAWSEAL WATERSTOPS 
 

CJ2025 A 20 x 25mm high density bentonite water stop. 
Supplied in boxes of 5m coils (5/box) and installed into 
preformed rebates within the concrete joint, or 
nailed/glued into position. 
 
BITUFLAME® TANKING MEMBRANE 
 

bituFLAME® sand is a 3mm thick APP modified bitumen 
with a 180gm/m² spun bound composite polyester 
reinforcement, with a thin polyethylene film on both sides. 
 
BASEMENT FLOOR SEPARATION LAYER 
 

Where a concrete floor will be poured over the bituFLAME 
membrane overlay with Polyethylene 150 microns thick, 
overlapped and taped closed forming a slip layer. 
 
BITUFLAME SEALANT 
 

A bitumen sealant in 310ml cartridges, specially 
formulated to be compatible for bituFLAME membranes, 
used in conjunction with termination bars. 
 
TERMINATION BAR 
 

30mm wide aluminium termination bar with a 5mm angle 
fold, 3.0mlong x 1.8mm thick. The termination comes with 
pre-punched holes at 150mm centres for mechanical 
fixing.  
 
PROTECTION BOARDS 
 

3mm corflute protection boards spot adhered, overlapped  
50mm and taped closed using 80mm wide bituBOND tape. 
Seal off the top edge to ensure no backfill materials get in 
behind the corflute boards,  OR 
 

WPS V DRAINAGE 
 

A combination of a protection board and drainage cell 
consisting of a layer of geo-textile fabric attached to a  
polypropylene drainage grid made of special high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE), comes in a roll 2.0m wide x 20m 
long. 
 
BACKFILLING MATERIAL 
 

Includes sand or natural soil, free from stones or 13mm 
stone with a minimum of 30% fines compaction is required 
at 600mm intervals to 95% Proctor.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
SYSTEMS 
 

-  bituFLAME 3mm single layer system for damp proofing. 
-  bituFLAME 3mm 2 layer system for low hydrostatic 

waterproofing conditions. 
-  bituFLAME 4mm AR (Anti Root) for tanking where there 

is native bush or trees nearby. 
-    bituFLAME 5mm Viaduct, a specialist single layer system 

for car parks, bridges and tunnels. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Polystyrene boards 50mm thick x 2400 x 2400. 
 

WPSNZ recommend that rawMAT pre-
hydrated bentonite is used in high level 
tanking applications such as below the water 
table or when waterproofing habitable 
spaces. 

BITUFLAME® MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS 
(Typical Values) 

Flow Resistance 140°C 

Tensile strength 
Longitudinal 
Transverse 

 
800 N/5cm 
750 N/5cm 

Elongation (%) 
Longitudinal 
Transverse 

 
45% 
45% 

Lap joint strength 20 N/5cm 
Tear Resistance (N) 
Longitudinal 
Transverse 

 
150 N 
150 N 

Puncture Resistance (N) 
Static Indentation (at 25kg) 
Dynamic Indentation (at 25kg) 

 
20kg 

15mm 
Water Tightness => 60KPA 
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Installation  
 
MANAGING THE INSTALLATION 
 

It is important to adequately drain the area where the 
membrane is being installed. 
 

To drain ponded or flooding water, dig a hole next to the 
installation area to position the pump. The hole should be 
deeper than the area to be drained. Use the pump to 
remove water from the installation area. 
 
In large construction situations a full site dewatering 
system may be required. Co-ordination between the 
membrane installers, steel fixers and concrete contractor 
is important to minimise the likelihood of damage to the 
membrane. A pre-installation meeting should be held to 
clarify expectations and confirm installation requirements. 
 
SINGLE LAYER SYSTEMS 
 

Prepare and install under flashing membrane to all 
external and internal corners very importantly, the floor 
wall junction. 
 
TWO LAYER SYSTEMS 
 

Install the first layer of 3mm bituFLAME sand ensuring full 
bonding to the substrate and foundation.  Ensure all laps 
are fully bonded. 
 
Install the second layer directly onto the first layer, fully 
offset (ie second layer cap sheet is centralised over the 
3mm bituFLAME base sheet).  Ensure consistant full 
bonding. 
 
Where native bush or trees are nearby, the second layer 
would need to be bituFLAME Anti Root torch on 
membrane. bituFLAME Anti Root is a 4mm thick 
membrane. 
 
For both single and two layer systems, after relaxing the 
rolls, position the membrane to be installed and roll back 
up half way. Roll out this portion of the roll and as you do 
so, slowly move the torch across the back of the roll. 
 

Burn off the polyethylene and create a small bead of 
molten bitumen that rolls along with the roll. Once this 
half is installed, repeat with the opposite half. Once the 
roll is installed, go back over and seam weld all laps. 
 

Ensure rolls are installed straight and that the 100mm side 
lap is maintained, and that 150mm end laps are formed. 
It is critical to ensure all laps are fully formed and that the 
system is fully watertight. Once it is covered, it is often 
impossible to get back to the membrane to undertake 
repairs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WATERSTOPS 
 

All construction joints in lift pits should have a rawSEAL 
CJ2025 water stop installed. The water stop should be 
installed into a pre-formed rebate. Where no rebate has 
been formed, the water stop should be nailed into position 
so that it cannot dislodge. 
 

The water stop/rebate must be located at least 50mm 
from the rebar to ensure that there will be at least 50mm 
cover of concrete over the water stop. 
Lengths of water stop should be butt-joined and kneaded 
together to form a continuous length. 
 
FOUNDATIONS 
 

If the under slab membrane extends 150mm beyond the 
building external wall, allow to form a mortar cove at the 
internal junction.  Protect the bituFLAME® membrane until 
the walls have been struck and the wall-to-floor junction 
can be formed. Install a separation layer onto the 
bituFLAME® for protection prior to pouring the floor. 
For a wall foundation wall joint that join flush – install a 
100mm bituFLAME underflashing. 
 
WALLS 
 

Ensure there is no membrane bridging of the wall 
membrane. It is important that it is fully torched to the 
substrate. 
Bring the under-slab membrane up, torching it to the base 
of the walls. Install the wall membrane over this portion 
forming the floor-to-wall junction. Ensure a good seal. If 
the under slab membrane is polythene, torch the vertical 
membrane down across the floor-to-wall junction and 
bring the polythene up over the vertical torch-on 
membrane and tape onto the bituFLAME membrane with 
80mm wide bituBOND tape. 
  
MEMBRANE TERMINATION 
 

Terminate the membrane using a compression flashing 
and sealant, or terminate to a chase. 
 
PILE CAPS 
 

Terminate the membrane using a compression flashing 
and sealant, or terminate to a chase. 
Clean the top of the pile cap thoroughly and flush smooth 
with Gripset C-Plug high strength mortar. Install a 20mm 
mortar fillet around the pile cap. Prime the area with 
bituPRIME ensuring good even coverage. Install a 
bituFLAME® BS under-flashing by cutting and dressing the 
under-flashing around the pile cap perimeter and up over 
the mortar fillet onto the top of the pile cap. Terminate the 
under-flashing clear of the rebar. In the same way, install 
the bituFLAME® CS cap-sheet ensuring all laps are well 
bonded, and that the base-sheet and cap sheet membrane 
cuts are off-set. Ensure all work is fully bonded and a 
watertight seal is formed. 
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Installation  
 
PENETRATIONS 
 

Clean around the penetration area thoroughly and flush 
smooth with Gripset C-Plug high strength mortar. Install a 
20mm mortar fillet around the penetration. Prime the area 
with bituPRIME ensuring good even coverage. Install  
bituFLAME® base sheet under-flashing by cutting and 
dressing the under-flashing around the penetration 
perimeter and up over the mortar fillet around the 
circumference of the penetration. Terminate the under-
flashing clear of the rebar. In the same way, install the 
bituFLAME® cap-sheet ensuring all laps are well bonded, 
and that the base and cap sheet membrane cuts are off-
set. Ensure all work is fully bonded and a watertight seal is 
formed. 
 
PROTECTION  
 

Install 3mm corflute boards overlapped 50mm and taped 
closed, OR 
 

Install polystyrene tight butted and taped closed with 
bituBOND tape. 
 
PROTECTION & DRAINAGE  
 

Install 8mm thick WPS V Drain system tight butted and 
closed with bituBOND tape. Ensure that the geotech cloth 
attached is flat against the bituFLAME membrane to ensure 
no pressure points on membrane from backfill pressure. 
 

Install protection boards tight butted and closed with 
bituBOND tape. 
 
DRAINCOIL SYSTEM 
 

A certified drainage system should be installed to remove 
water from the building perimeter. The drainage should be 
able to cope with the anticipated volumes of water likely on 
site. Drainage should be placed 150mm away from the 
membrane and 200mm below the floor-wall construction 
joint. 

 

When connecting onto another membrane 
system, contact WPSNZ for a specific detail. 

WPSNZ requires the Quality Control Sheets to 
be completed as the job progresses. Quality 
control & inspection forms are downloadable 
from our website www.waterproofing.co.nz. 
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Detail Drawings – Single Layer System 
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Detail Drawings – Single Layer System 
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Detail Drawings – Single Layer System 
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Detail Drawings – Single Layer System 
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Detail Drawings – Single Layer System 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WPS MS40 Sealant 
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Detail Drawings – 2 Layer System 
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Detail Drawings – 2 Layer System  
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Detail Drawings – 2 Layer System 
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Detail Drawings – 2 Layer System 
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Detail Drawings – 2 Layer System  
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Detail Drawings – 2 Layer System  
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Detail Drawings – 2 Layer System  
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Detail Drawings – 2 Layer System 
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Detail Drawings – 2 Layer System 



LEVELS OF TANKING 

bituBOND® SELF-ADHESIVE – 1.5MM 
wet conditions 
light commercial structures 
low risk 

bituFLAME® SINGLE LAYER TORCH ON – 
3MM 
dampness/wet conditions/seasonal 
residential/light commercial 
low risk 

bituFLAME® DOUBLE LAYER TORCH ON – 
3MM 
low hydrostatic conditions 
large commercial structures/deep excavations 
medium risk waterproofing 

rawMAT PRE-HYDRATED BENTONITE 
high hydrostatic conditions 
deep excavations 
very high risk waterproofing 
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